International Commission on Trichinellosis (ICT)
Recommendations for Quality Assurance in Digestion Testing
Programs for Trichinella
These Recommendations were developed, in part, during a Workshop sponsored by the OECD
Co-operative Research Programme on Biological Resource Management for Sustainable
Agricultural Systems, whose financial support made it possible for the invited speakers to
participate in the Workshop.
The opinions expressed and arguments employed in these Recommendations are the sole
responsibility of members of the ICT Quality Assurance Committee and do not necessarily
reflect those of the OECD or of the governments of its Member countries.
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A.

Summary

This introductory document is the first of a five part series of ICT recommendations for quality
assurance (QA) in Trichinella digestion testing programs for pigs and other animals in the human
food chain. These testing programs are used in many countries to meet regulatory requirements
for food safety and international trade. The recommendations described in these documents are
based on the best scientific information currently available; they follow the principles of
ISO/IEC 17025 and 17043 and complement or support modern guidelines set by international
organizations such as the World Organization for Animal Health (OIE) and the Codex
Alimentarius Commission (CODEX). The QA recommendations contained in these documents
were developed by the ICT Quality Assurance Committee over a period of nearly three years,
including four workshops that were held in Calgary, Canada (2009), Paris, France (2010)
Changchun, China (2011) and Rome, Italy (2011). Financial support for the last workshop and
publication of the recommendations was provided by the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD).
Effective performance of digestion testing methods for Trichinella, and their use for the
detection of infected animals and the prevention of human trichinellosis require system-wide
incorporation of appropriate QA practices. Reliable test results are obtained when laboratories
operate within a quality management system which includes: 1) a quality manual; 2) a validated
test method with identified critical control points; 3) a training program; 4) procedures utilizing
proficiency testing and other methods to confirm technical capability of analysts; 5) equipment,
calibration and maintenance; 6) standard operating procedures (SOP’s), documentation and
reporting; and 7) procedures to enable continuous monitoring and improvements; and 8) regular
internal and third party audits.
The quality manual describes the quality management system within a testing laboratory, and
lists the QA policies and good laboratory practices (see appendix 2). Quality assurance goals
contained in the manual are the foundation of an effective QA program and must be explicit,
measurable, and expressed in terms of performance criteria for the test method based on purpose
for testing.
The digestion method is capable of consistently detecting Trichinella larvae in meat at a level of
sensitivity that is recognized to be effective for use in controlling animal infection and
preventing human disease. However, consistent performance of the assay is assured only when
parameters of the test method have been defined, scientifically validated as fit for purpose, and
used within an effective quality management system. The essential components of a digestion
assay, specifically the critical control points and minimum standards for test performance are
described in Part 2 of this series of documents. Reliable proficiency samples and their
appropriate use in a quality system are key factors for certifying and maintaining an effective
testing laboratory, including qualifying, re-qualifying and disqualifying of analysts as
appropriate. Recommendations for the preparation and use of proficiency samples in a
Trichinella digestion testing lab are described in Part 3 of this series.
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Part 4 of these recommendations outlines the minimum training requirements for analysts
performing a quality assured digestion assay, as well as suggested requirements for the content
of a training manual. Recommendations for essential components and minimum standards for
maintaining and achieving certification and maintenance of a laboratory performing digestion
testing for Trichinella are provided in Part 5. The certification program for the laboratory,
including qualifying analysts, may be administered by a National Reference Laboratory or an
authorized third party Certifying Body, under the auspices of the appropriate Competent
Authority.
Appendix 2 contains a list of QA terms and their definitions as relevant to Trichinella testing.
The definitions were adapted from internationally recognized QA authorities which are
referenced in this document. The definitions of QA terms should help in the understanding and
application of these ICT recommendations, and facilitate their common use in testing programs.
Although the recommendations are based on the best available science, proper QA and
advancements in knowledge and technology require continuous assessment and improvement of
quality management systems. Wherever possible the recommendations incorporate such a cycle.
The implementation, maintenance and enforcement of these minimum QA recommendations will
result in additional costs to routine testing for Trichinella, and the roles and responsibilities for
implementation of these recommendations may have to be determined. The relevant public
health or veterinary authority is ultimately responsible for determining minimum quality
standards for Trichinella testing, such as proficiency testing and laboratory certification, and
therefore should take a lead role in directing the implementation of these recommendations.
When the cost for proper QA and reliable test results is compared to the impact of outbreaks of
trichinellosis on public health and trade the rationale for meeting these minimum
recommendations is compelling.
The ICT will update these recommendations as necessary to address relevant advances in science
and technology. Trichinella testing laboratories that follow the recommendations in these
documents should generate reliable test results and attain international recognition for quality
assured testing.
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APPENDIX 1 Definitions of QA Terms Applicable to Digestion
Testing for Trichinella
Terms
Quality assurance

Quality
Management
System
Quality Manual

Quality control

Proficiency testing
(Conformity
assessment)

Proficiency sample

Proficiency panel
Validation

Standardization

Definition
A general term referring to all aspects of laboratory management, technical
procedures and documentation which are used for ensuring that a test is fit for an
intended purpose such as the detection of Trichinella larvae in meat for food
safety
A system of detailed management and laboratory procedures required to provide
and document a Trichinella testing system that is fit for its intended purpose.
Components of the Quality System are formally listed in the Quality Assurance
Manual.
The Quality Manual describes the laboratory’s quality management system
(QMS). It defines the scope of the QMS and the policies to provide reasonable
assurances of effective planning, operation, and control of processes for
achieving the specified quality objectives. The Trichinella testing laboratory’s
Quality Manual describes management activities and processes related to
organization, personnel, equipment and facilities, purchasing and inventory,
process control and improvement, documents, records, and information
management, occurrence management, service and training and competence
requirements.
Required routine laboratory activities in the performance of a diagnostic test to
ensure accurate, reliable and reproducible results. This includes documented
evidence of strict adherence to Standard Operating Procedures for the specific
test, including training, reagents, equipment, operating conditions, critical
control points (CCPs), recording, and reporting.
Evaluation of technical competence in the performance of specific Trichinella
test procedures. Results can be used to assess laboratory competence via
interlaboratory comparisons, and/or the competence of individual analysts.
Participating laboratories should use the same or equivalent test methods,
reagents and controls.
A sample prepared for use in assessing technical competence and for training. It
contains a known amount of the material to be measured such as Trichinella
larvae in an appropriate meat matrix.
A set of proficiency samples used at a particular time for testing proficiency of
analysts or for other purposes such as method validation and ring trials.
Establishment and verification of the performance characteristics of a test
method using scientifically valid processes. Data produced by validation studies
are used to demonstrate that a test is fit for its intended purpose and to defend its
use.
A physical or mathematical adjustment or correction of a measurement system to
make the measurements conform to predetermined values. For digestion tests,
this involves procedural modifications to ensure the required sensitivity, as
measured by minimal acceptable detection of larvae in quality standard samples.
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Agreement between laboratories to calibrate similar test methods, adjust
diagnostic thresholds and express test data in such a manner as to allow uniform
interpretation of results between laboratories or jurisdictions.
Test equivalency is relative to a reference method or another test, and is based on
Equivalency
interlaboratory comparison of specific test performance characteristics.
Participating laboratories should operate within an accredited quality system and
use appropriate documentation, reagents and controls.
A method to detect Trichinella larvae in muscle tissue that uses an enzymatic
Digestion assay
(pepsin-HCl) digestion step to release larvae from muscle tissue followed by
concentration and microscopy steps for larval detection.
Morphological, immunological and/or molecular identification of Trichinella
Parasite
spp. larvae.
identification
A step in the method, procedure, test, assay or analysis for which any deviation
Critical control
from a specified range of values could significantly affect test results. For
point (CCP)
example, digestion time and temperature are among the critical control points in
digestion assays.
Level of agreement between a test value and the expected reference value.
Accuracy
Degree of dispersion of results for a repeatedly tested sample or in the case of
Precision
digestion tests for detection of larvae in multiple reference samples.
Level of agreement between replicates of a sample both within and between runs
Repeatability
of the same test method in a given laboratory, or in the case of digestion tests,
the level of agreement for detection of larvae per gram of tissue within and
between runs of the same test method in a given laboratory.
Ability of a test method to provide consistent results when applied to aliquots of
Reproducibility
the same sample tested at different laboratories or in the case of digestion tests
consistent results for detection of larvae in proficiency samples.
Analytical: The lowest number of Trichinella larvae consistently detected by a
Sensitivity
digestion test.
Diagnostic: Proportion of known infected animals or known infected samples
that test positive in an assay; known infected animals or known infected samples
that test negative are considered to have false-negative results.
Analytical: The degree to which the digestion test distinguishes between
Specificity
Trichinella (at the genus level) and non-targeted worms or artefacts.
Diagnostic: Proportion of known non-infected reference animals or non-infected
samples that test negative in the assay; non-infected reference animals or noninfected samples that test positive are considered to have false-positive results.
Standard operating A documented procedure that clearly defines the purpose of a method or test and
all technical requirements for accurate, precise, repeatable and reproducible
procedure (SOP)
performance of the procedure. Elements of a SOP should include an explanatory
narrative, detailed equipment and reagent list, critical control points, technical
notes, performance instructions and directions for record keeping.
A method that is stipulated and required for a particular use, such as trade, by a
Prescribed test
regulatory organization (OIE, EU) or an individual country. It is not necessarily
method
the most effective method.
Harmonization
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A test method described in the OIE Manual of Standards for Diagnostic Tests
and Vaccines which is designated as a prescribed test for international trade.
A method for use as a benchmark or gold standard. It is not necessarily the most
effective method. Its primary function is to provide a common basis for the
comparison of both new and existing methods.
ICT-recommended A method supported by the ICT that has satisfactory validation data to
demonstrate that it is fit for its intended purpose. An ICT-recommended method
test method
is a candidate for use as a prescribed method, standard method, reference method
or alternative method.
Alternative method A method that is authorized for use instead of a standard, prescribed or reference
method based on fitness for purpose for local situations. This may be a nonequivalent method or a method with insufficient validation data and can only be
used for import/export with bilateral agreement.
A method which serves to screen samples to determine if a sample may be
Screening method
positive and whether further testing is required. For digestion assays this could
be batch testing of pooled samples representing a number of animals.
A method to definitively confirm the infection of a sample or animal, and which
Confirmatory
could involve more than one assay or procedure. For digestion assays, this could
method
be the same method as used for screening pooled samples, but this time used for
individual samples from the initial pool, or it could comprise a multifaceted
approach such as follow-up digestion testing of the herd of origin.
Responsible for managing the overall aspects of the laboratory including
Laboratory
administration, human resources, budget, quality assurance, training and safety.
manager
Responsible for designing, maintaining, auditing and reporting on all aspects of
Quality manager
the quality system.
Responsible for the day to day operation of a testing laboratory for one or more
Laboratory
tests, including adherence to quality system requirements to provide quality
supervisor
control.
A technologist who is formally recognized as having the required knowledge,
Qualified analyst
skills and proficiency required to perform a specific test method following
training and formal evaluation.
A laboratory formally recognised by a national or international authority for a
Reference
required level of scientific and diagnostic expertise for a particular animal
laboratory
disease and/or testing methodology; includes capability for characterising and
assigning values to reference reagents and samples and provision of training and
audits.
A laboratory that is formally recognized by a government agency for
Certified
competency in performing a prescribed diagnostic test or tests. Although this
laboratory
may have a significant quality assurance component, certification does not imply
that the laboratory meets ISO 17025 quality system requirements.
A laboratory meeting ISO 17025 quality system requirements as determined by a
Accredited
national or international third party auditor.
laboratory
Overall measure of ability to perform specific tests in a consistent and quality
Competence
manner; includes in-house checks and interlaboratory comparisons.
Standard test
method (OIE)
Reference test
method
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